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F U N D  P E R F O R M A N C E   

The Close Select Fixed Income Fund fell -0.85% in January. In 

comparison, the Investment Association Sterling Strategic 

Bond sector fell -1.59%.   

 

M A C R O  B A C K D R O P  

 

News flow in January 2021 was dominated by Central Banks’ 

hawkishness regarding rate hikes and Quantitative Tightening 

(QT). Despite this, inflation expectations keep on rising, and it 

remains to be seen whether CB actions can curb supply-driven 

inflation, and not just economic growth (which has already 

been dropping for months). Our base case is for rate hikes and 

QT to push rates higher, but this could be derailed if economic 

growth is disturbed and a risk-off mood infects fixed income 

markets. 

 

In the UK, January Composite Purchasing Managers Index 

(PMI) data remained flat at 53.4 (from a December reading of 

53.6) despite Manufacturing PMI dropping to 56.9 (-1.0 Month-

on-Month). The 2022 GDP consensus forecast was again 

downgraded from 4.8% to 4.5%, but the upward trend in rates 

continues as 2022 inflation forecasts keep on rising (Jan-22 

was 4.7%, Dec-21 was 4.0%, Nov-21 was 3.6%, Oct-21 was 

3.4% and  Sep-21 was 2.6%).  

 

In the US, January Composite PMI dropped markedly to 50.8 

(-6.2 MoM), with Manufacturing PMI dropping to 55.0 (-2.7 

MoM) and Services PMI weakening to 50.9 (-6.7 MoM). The 

2022 GDP forecast dropped to 3.8% but is expected to drop 

further, and 2022 inflation expectations were once again 

revised upwards (Jan-22 was 4.8%, Dec-21 was 4.4%, Nov-21 

was 3.7%, Oct-21 was 3.6% and Sep-21 was 3.0%). We 

expect the upward trend in rates to continue. 

 

Data in the Eurozone was the most benign for rates. January 

Composite PMI weakened to 52.4 (-0.9 MoM), with 

Manufacturing PMI up to 59.0 (+1.0 MoM) and Services PMI 

down to 51.2 (-1.9 MoM). 2022 GDP expectations dropped to 

4.0% (-0.2 MoM). 2022 inflation expectations strengthened to 

3.1% from 2.4%, but unlike the UK and the US, forecasts for 

2023 remain comfortably below the ECB’s 2% target at 1.6%. 

 

 

P O R T F O L I O  A C T I V I T Y  

We took some profits on the Lancashire 2041 bond (double 

digit returns in a falling market) and added to the Abrdn 

Perpetual bond at a yield of 5%. 

 

In general, we remain convinced that our strategy, focused on 

taking concentrated positions in core bonds at attractive 

valuations, is appropriate in the current market environment. 

 

On the portfolio construction side, cash levels are at 12.7%; 

duration is 3.1 years; and yield to expected call is 3.0% (the 

Yield to Maturity is 3.6%, but we believe the lower figure is a 

more accurate measure of yield). The average rating on the 

rated portion of the portfolio is ‘BBB’, and 5% of the Fund is 

unrated. 

 

O U T L O O K  A N D  S T R A T E G Y  

All Fixed Income sub-asset classes continue to appear rich: 

 

- Sovereign bond yields remain low across the US, UK, and 

Eurozone. 

- Sterling Investment Grade bonds are rich versus all 

historical timeframes, with sterling ‘BBB’ credit spreads at 

150bps, versus their 5yr average of 171bps; 10yr average 

of 202bps; and 20yr average of 215bps.  

- Sterling High Yield spreads are rich versus history, with 

‘BB’ spreads at 290bps (versus their 5yr average of 

317bps; 10yr average of 360bps; and 20yr average of 

435bps). 

 

In an effort to preserve capital and deliver a high level of 

monthly income, we continue to seek the best risk-reward 

ideas across investment grade, unrated and high yield bond 

sectors. We maintain our focus on stock selection reinforced 

by in-depth credit research. 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

I M P O R T A N T  I N F O R M A T I O N  

This document is only intended for use by UK investment professionals and should not be distributed to or relied upon by retail clients.  The 

value of investments will go up and down and clients may get back less money than they invested. Past performance is not a reliable indicator 

of future returns. The information contained in this document is believed to be correct but cannot be guaranteed. Opinions constitute our 

judgment as at the date shown and are subject to change without notice. This document is not intended as an offer or solicitation to buy or sell 

securities, nor does it constitute a personal recommendation.  

Close Brothers Asset Management is a trading name of Close Asset Management Limited (Registered number: 01644127) and Close Asset 

Management (UK) Limited (Registered number: 02998803). Both companies are part of Close Brothers Group plc, are registered in England 

and Wales and are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered office: 10 Crown Place, London EC2A 4FT. VAT 

registration number: 245 5013 86.                                                                                                                                               CBAM5425 


